*REMINDER: ALL reports completed in WORD must be turned in as a printout AND emailed to Dr. Halverson as an attachment. Documents with grammar, spelling, or punctuation errors will be returned without grading for correction. -5 points per day late on all returned work.

Fri. 11-14
Discuss Simulation software

Mon. 11-17
Empirical Distributions – PPT
Languages & Software – PPT

Wed. 11-19
ED Homework #1 Due - #7, 15-16
ED Homework #2 Assigned

Fri. 11-21
Exam #3 – Data Collection, Statistical Distributions, X² Test
Can bring tables & calculator + Bring Blue Book

Mon. 11-24
Data Collection Report Due

Tues. 11-25
Last day to get PPT Presentation Slides Approved

~~ Thanksgiving Break ~~

Mon. 12-1
Presentations: Kundert, Bakka
ED Homework #2 Due

Wed. 12-3
Presentations: Sreeram, Knowles

Fri. 12-5
Presentations: Vemuri, Zutshi

**MONDAY, DECEMBER 8 – 8:00 – 10:00 A.M. – Final Exam**
Comprehensive over the entire course.
Take home report due at 8:00 a.m. (not accepted late) – Email of Word document due by noon
Bring a Blue Book